Events of the past few weeks have brought much needed attention upon the operation of the student government judicial system. An evaluation of policies and principles is now very much in order. If student leadership is the apparently new policy of greater publicity, and announcement of Judicial Committee's decisions. This policy, if followed, is one which The Tech approves.

The program of maintaining all-too-secret meetings and deliberations, and withholding from public attention the decisions reached by Judomem has been a costly one. For to enable a small group of people who (with the approval of the Judicial Committee on Discipline) are endowed with the power to deny a student dormitory status or even the very right to continue to attend the Institute, without revealing that group to enable the facts upon which its decisions are reached, is, to our way of thinking, far from democratic. An interested student body should expect no less than the appearance of fairness in administration. It has been suggested that any other system of law enforcement at the Institute has been tolerated this long because the judicial committee does not exclude the right of the judicial committees to hold "executive" or closed sessions in order to examine information, the disclosure of which at the time may bring undue harm and public embarrassment.

If, however, when a decision is reached, however, the facts must be presented to the public in an open session.

It has been argued that the punishment meted out by the Judicial Committee is sufficient penalty for a rule violator and should therefore not be published. We honestly fail to see how the announcement of his actions can logically be classified as further "punishment. If he does not choose to see his name in print then let him refrain from such actions which will result in adverse publicity. The college student is far past the stage where he must be controlled and averted by what is the responsibility of the student body to act as a "check and balance" upon the actions of its courts. This is the only conceivable method.

AND IN SPECIFIC ...

The Incomm Judicial Committee this week has unfortunately arbitrarily chosen to withhold information on the case of having involving student government members. At its meeting Monday it excluded representatives from both The Tech and the WMT News Board. Innes requested that the meeting be kept open. Its reasons for such action are difficult to understand. Perhaps there is some other body which has its finger in the pie of the whole situation which has been visited with much more flailing of arms than any other case this year. A question of motives is involved and the committee enters an extremely difficult field when it attempts to determine by what method a decision will be reached, however, the facts must be presented to the public in an open session.
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